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Story Maps
Everyone has a story to tell.
Harness the power of maps to tell yours.

Get the latest Story Maps news delivered directly to you. Sign up today.

Engage and Inspire Your Audience

Story Map of the Month
The London Time Machine
Visualization
  Basic, Spyglass, Swipe

Data-Driven (Points)
  Crowdsource, Tour, Shortlist

Narrative-Driven
  Journal, Cascade, Series

Create New Data
  Crowdsource, Tour, Shortlist

No Maps Required
  Journal, Cascade

Embedded/Nested Story Maps Allowed
  Series, Journal, Cascade

Coding Required
  None

Which Story Map do I choose?
Apps

What Kind of Story Do You Want to Tell?
Get started right away or browse our app templates

A Sequence of Place-enabled Photos or Videos

Story Map Tour™
Present a set of photos or videos along with captions, linked to an interactive map. It's ideal for walking tours or any sequence of places you'd like users to follow in order.

A Rich Multimedia Narrative

Story Map Journal™
Create an in-depth narrative organized into sections presented in a scrolling side panel. As users scroll through the sections in your Map Journal they see the content associated with each section, such as a map, 3D scene, image, video, etc.
Gallery
Survey 123

- Browser, App, and Desktop
- Data Collection
- Crowdsourcing
- Increasing capability
Survey 123
Simple

• Simple, web-based form creation
• Feature layer automatically created
• Easy to use Analysis and Visualization tools
• Built on ArcGIS Online
Survey 123
Powerful

• XLSForm, Fully customizable forms
• Desktop and Mobile apps, wide compatibility
• Build forms on existing feature layers
• Edit existing features
• Work offline

• Lines and Polygons, currently in Beta version 3.3